
Because we tend to focus on the
premier archery pro shops
when we visit retailers for deal-

er profiles in ArrowTrade, I frequently
am in stores that include
TechnoHUNT archery ranges. In the
main, dealers have been very positive
about the revenue those interactive
video ranges provide, both in direct
shooting fees and because they’re
great at building traffic outside of the
traditional peak season for archery
sales.

I remember a New York retailer
with a reputation for being an out-
standing shooting coach telling me
several years ago about his
TechnoHUNT range, “This is what
keeps us going during the winter
months.”  When I was out at
Badgerland Archery of Portage
Wisconsin back in 1995, owner Jeff
Mueller and his staff had to take reser-
vations on their two video ranges
from December to mid-April, because
demand was so high. The subject of
an ArrowTrade cover story, Mueller
told me he planned to expand his
business so he could add a third video
range, something he subsequently
did. An East Coast retailer I profiled in
the November, 2009 issue said shoot-
ing TechnoHUNT was so habit form-
ing for bowhunters that his pro shop
gives free TechnoHUNT range time
away with each new bow purchase.
Finally, a Colorado retailer we’ll profile
later this year emphasized that
TechnoHUNT is a great tool for teach-
ing hunters to wait for the kind of eth-
ical shot opportunities that provide
quick, clean kills.

With all that positive feedback
about TechnoHUNT, I was a little sur-
prised when the current owner, Louis
Hard, said the Archery Interactive
company was having difficulty con-
vincing retailers that today’s video
archery systems are reliable and that

the supplier is ready and able to pro-
vide strong customer support for
them.  After talking with him at the
2010 ATA Show in Columbus, Ohio, I
took him up on his offer to visit the
Archery Interactive headquarters in
Denver, Colorado in early March. By
the time I’d spent a day and a half with
Hard and the key staff members who

design, sell and service TechnoHUNT
systems, I understood what he meant
in saying, “This isn’t the same compa-
ny it used to be.”

A little background is in order.
Colorado-based Dart, named after
founder Jay Dart, installed the first
video archery system in 1992. A year
later, Advanced Interactive Systems

Former Retailer Improves
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System installer Steve Eriksen (facing camera at right) helps answer questions about
TechnoHUNT during a recent RV and sport show in Denver, Colorado. Below, the same
trailer-mounted demo unit was used outside the city’s Bass Pro Shops location during a
fund-raiser.
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(AIS) was launched in Seattle and
developed its own rival system known
as TechnoHUNT. In 1998 Dart was
sold to Atlanta-based Firearms
Training Systems, a company which
after the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks left the archery market to con-
centrate on the more lucrative
firearms training systems for military
and police applications. (Used DART
Systems are still being sold and refur-
bished by Hall Interactive Solutions of
Lakewood, Colorado.)

AIS had developed its own realis-
tic simulators for firearms training

and after 9/11 won a large govern-
ment contact, Hard explained, so that
almost all of its resources had to be
aimed in that direction. Hard found
that out the hard way, because he was
part owner of Argent K, an internet-
based training systems company that
tried to work first with DART, then
with AIS, to operate multi-store
archery tournaments through the
internet. 

Hard was also an avid recreation-
al archer and the owner of a pro shop
in Aurora, Colorado, that had its own
video archery system. When he saw

AIS losing interest in the archery mar-
ket he and three other business part-
ners put together a successful offer to
purchase the video archery division,
Archery Interactive. If you’re surprised
that a pro shop owner would have that
kind of financial resources and busi-
ness connections, I need to explain

the TechnoHUNT Experience
By Editor/Publisher Tim Dehn
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Western Regional Salesman Tim Herget points to
the front sensors on a TH300 unit that register
arrow speed and allow customers to shoot at simu-
lated ranges up to 45 yards, with or without the
added complication of wind. In the insert photo,
we’re showing an installation underway with free-
standing frames supporting the projector, rear sen-
sors and screen.

Along with a construction background, Herget
has degrees in architectural design and accounting
but his current career seems to suit him best. Both
he and Eriksen were high school classmates of CEO
Louis Hard and once worked the night shift at a
plastics plant alongside him.

Graphics and Technical Specialist Kristan Yadao provides technical support via
phone and internet. She’s responsible for the bold new look of TechnoHUNT,
designing everything from the owners manual she holds to the company logo
and these wildlife designs available on the computers that control the video
archery system. At home she enjoys producing a wide range of art, from fantasy
dragons to wildlife miniatures painted on turkey feathers (see inset photo.) You
can see more of her work at artisticreflection.com
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something about Louis Hard. For
more than 20 years he’s been the
owner of Hi-Tec Plastics, a specialty
plastics extrusions company in
Denver. Hi-Tec has developed a repu-
tation for doing a good job on non-
standard extrusions, producing every-
thing from the high plastic base-
boards used in the warehouse sec-
tions of all Wal-Mart stores to the
heavy-walled pipes Ditch Witch oper-
ators use in their horizontal boring
applications.

That’s why Hard had the
resources to make an offer for his
favorite pro shop in 2000 and why, a
year later, he was able to put together
a deal with three others to buy the
business now known as TechnoHUNT
and bring it from Seattle, Washington
to Denver. He figured TechnoHUNT
could operate out of the same offices
used by Hi-Tec, rent free, but went
along when the two operating part-
ners later wanted to move into their
own business suite. Hard continued
to oversee his own plastics company
and the pro shop he owned in Aurora,
Archery Adventures, with the aid of a
trusted pro shop manager. Occupied
with those two businesses, Hard was
surprised when TechnoHUNT’s oper-
ating partners informed him in the
spring of 2004 the company was in
trouble and would have to declare
bankruptcy if he didn’t inject another

large chunk of money.
How a business with an exciting

and unique product came to be in
such dire straits isn’t germane to this
story, though the next step is. Louis
Hard didn’t consider bankruptcy a
viable option so with the aid of a
mortgage on his plastics company
plant he bought out the other part-
ners and took over the struggling busi-
ness as of June 1, 2004. That’s the first
time he had real control of the opera-
tion and could begin addressing some
of the problems. The challenges were
almost overwhelming, Hard told me
during our interview. Deposits had
been taken on half a dozen systems,
but there were none in inventory
ready for delivery. The company’s
database of dealers was woefully out
of date. Retailers kept calling to say
promised repairs and replacements
hadn’t been made. In many cases
Hard simply took their word for it and
had TechnoHUNT cover the expense,
because the records of transactions
and customer service calls were so
scanty. So many dealers were calling
to report out-of-warranty problems
with their systems that first year Hard
oversaw the business as president and
CEO that the company wasn’t able to
respond to them all.

An underlying and serious issue
was the question of TechnoHUNT’s
reliability. A system that can use a cur-

tain of light to bounce an arrow’s
shadow into a sensor and then display
the impact point against a moving
video image obviously incorporates
some sophisticated technology.
Systems that worked great at the
TechnoHUNT headquarters and
when they were initially set up could
develop issues that kept them from
recording shots at all or that mis-
scored them by indicating an impact
point significantly different than
where the customer actually smacked
his arrow against the screen. In almost
all cases, the components were not
failing; they were going out of adjust-
ment.

TechnoHUNT has always includ-
ed professional installation as part of
its price for new systems, and Steve
Eriksen was one of the first employees
Louis Hard hired, back in the fall of
2004. Eriksen said for the first few
years he was with it TechnoHUNT
continued to have pro shops con-
struct a “tunnel” to the company’s
specifications. Typically these were
built of plywood and 2x4s. Once that
was complete Eriksen would schedule
a trip to mount the screen to the end
of the tunnel, with twin sensors a few
inches in front of that, and then an
overhead projector midway down the
tunnel. When TechnoHUNT intro-
duced the higher end systems that
could track multiple users and incor-

16

At left, you can see the led light bar that projects a curtain of red light across
the screen, bouncing off reflective tape and back into the line camera in the sen-
sor head. Arrows crossing that light curtain produce a momentary shadow and
the sensors use that to track the arrow and compare it to the kill zone coordi-
nates for that video frame displayed by the Epson digital projector. A typical
shot sequence has about 1,000 frames. The kill zone had to be drawn in on each
frame, so the 700 plus scenes the systems come with represent a big part of a
system's value.

Ballistic nylon screens are tough enough to last for years, provided only the
special arrow blunts are used and they they are kept free from the burrs that
could be caused by stray shots or dropping from the screen onto a cement floor.
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porate wind and true-yardage fea-
tures, a second set of sensors was
installed just in front of the shooting
line. A background in construction
helped Eriksen install all the compo-
nents true and plumb. One critical
step was to align the LED light source
with the reflective tape. Then the scor-
ing system could be calibrated by
holding an arrow against the screen,
with the mushroom point against a
series of dots the computer would
project in sequence. 

On-site training was (and is) an

essential part of the set-up procedure.
A retailer who was computer savvy
and had purchased the basic TH100
model might get through training in
two hours, Eriksen told me. On the
other hand, he’s spent up to 8 hours
training a group of employees on the
higher end TH300 model. Eriksen
encourages dealers to have as many
people as possible go through the
training, because if a key person
leaves it’s easy to overlook the routine
maintenance that keeps Techno-
HUNT systems operating well.

Vibration from passing trucks
and trains, seasonal changes
in moisture and even repeated
impacts of the arrows against

the screen can cause these tunnel
mounted Techno- HUNT systems to
go out of alignment, Eriksen said.
Dust and grime on the reflective tape
can lower light levels and the LED
light sources themselves dim over
time and need to be periodically
adjusted and eventually replaced.
TechnoHUNT owners are advised to
keep canned air on hand so they can
blow off sensors, because something
as fine as a spiderweb can cause a
ghost hit to be recorded. 

Steve Von Strohe, Eastern
Regional Sales Manager, figures 85 to
90 percent of the problems that arise
with TechnoHUNT systems are due to
what he calls “operator error.”

Retailers wouldn’t think of
buying a new pickup and then
never taking it in for an oil
change, the veteran sales
manager said, but they’ll
spend as much or more for a
video archery system and
then fail to keep it in top
shape. While some vehicles

18

The Appleton, Wisconsin Scheels store does a great job
of marketing its TechnoHUNT range. From lower left and
clockwise, the store uses a freestanding sign at its
entrance to highlight the range, which was floored with
contrasting wood to set out the three lanes. (Blue carpet is
on the front half of the lane floor, to protect arrow
points.) TechnoHUNT comes with a 6 foot banner but this
store used the same graphics to customize one at the lane
entrance. A bulletin board is used to publicize upcoming
leagues, list shooters and their results. A glass trophy case
displays the impressive trophies shooters could win, while
this large flat panel display in the
showroom lets shoppers watch the
action. As you’re paying for purchas-
es, this graphic at the checkout lane
(below), is a final reminder about
TechnoHUNT’s availability.
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monitor driving conditions so they
can tell you just when the oil needs
changing, retailers will have to get
familiar with their TechnoHUNT sys-
tems over time to gauge how often
alignment and calibration need to be
done. That’s because the physical
conditions in their stores vary so
widely. At a minimum, checking align-
ment and calibration every three
months is a good idea, he said, and
some systems will need it on a month-
ly basis. Keeping tunnels clean is also
a good idea: “A feather duster used
once a day on the reflective tape will
work wonders,” Von Strohe said.

Tim Herget, who now handles
sales West of the Mississippi, took the
time to drive me to a TechnoHUNT
retailer so I could see an actual instal-
lation. At the front of the tunnel he
showed me the tough ballistic nylon
screens used by TechnoHUNT.
Fiberglass rods are threaded through
the edges, and then a long bungee
cord is used to tension them. The
screens are as tough as a trampoline
surface, he said, and they’ll last for
years provided they’re shot with the

supplied arrow blunts and those tips
are in good condition. TechnoHUNT
recommends upper limits of 70
pounds and 300 fps, he noted, but
many systems are being shot with
higher speed bows and crossbows
with no ill effects.

Herget had me jump in that sec-
ond-floor tunnel, to see how vibration
could cause the screen to shimmer.
Installing TechnoHUNT on a ground
floor location on concrete minimizes
vibration issues, he said, but it’s a
good idea to use wood or carpet over
the concrete. Otherwise the edges of
the arrow blunts will get roughened
up over time and that can cause pre-
mature wear on the screen. Of course
TechnoHUNT can’t prevent screen
damage if a customer accidentally
leaves a field tip or broadhead on,
which is why many ranges post a sign
informing customers they’ll be
responsible for replacing the $550
item if they shoot through it. (The
company started selling a screen
patch kit in 2009 to allow retailers to
repair small holes in the screen.) 

Herget pointed out an arrow stuck

in the wall a few inches above the top
right sensor. The company wisely pro-
tects the sensors with a heavy plastic
plate referred to as a “blast shield.” A
larger blast shield is on the shooter
side of the projector, currently a bright
Epson digital model whose bulb
should last about 4,000 hours before it
signals you that it’s time to order a
replacement.

That bulb and the LED light
boards that form the light sensing cur-
tains, are really the only “wear” items
in the current TechnoHUNT system.
The big Laser Disks he remembers
from his days at DART and early
Archery Interactive are long gone, Von
Strohe told me. They were replaced
first by DVDs: Now the 700 plus scenes
come pre-loaded into the computer’s
hard drive, and they’re significantly
sharper than what the disk-drive units
could produce. On a system that gets
really heavy use, the current genera-
tion of light boards should last at least
three years before they need replace-
ment. But those improvements pale
in comparison to the costly step the
company took in 2007, when it

TO FIND YOUR LOCAL DEALER CALL 715 381 2935 OR GO ONLINE TO www.edgebyexpedite.com
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switched from tunnel-mounted to
frame mounted components, a pro-
ject Eriksen headed up. About the
same time the firm changed the dedi-
cated computer used to oversee and
operate each system from running
Windows 98 to the more reliable
Windows XP operating system.

Isolating the screen, sensors, light
boards and projectors from the tunnel
walls was a huge step forward,
President Louis Hard told me,
because it isolated the sophisticated
components from most of the vibra-
tion issues that were causing units to
go out of alignment. TechnoHUNT
can operate safely in temperatures
between freezing and 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, but big daily swings in
temperature and seasonal changes in
humidity naturally could change the
dimensions of the tunnel and that too
might require the units to be
realigned. 

The first frames were made of
heavy channel steel, then the compa-
ny found a local vendor who could
form lightweight steel sheets into the
needed shape before powder-coating
them. Freed from the need to con-
struct a tunnel, retailers can now
mount TechnoHUNT systems in
existing shooting lanes, or in wide
hallway. As long as you can control
light levels and safety, the options for
where to mount this video archery
system are wide open. In fact one
Wisconsin retailer has his in an area
that doubles as a dance floor.

Improving the hardware and
mounting system was an important
step, Hard said, but the company has
also been improving customer ser-
vice. An example of that is the pro-
active approach it started three years
ago, when it started calling approxi-
mately 300 TechnoHUNT retailers in
December to offer free technical sup-
port. Most indoor TechnoHUNT
leagues start in January, and each year
the company was overloaded with
service calls as dealers started up
units that likely sat idle through the
fall hunting seasons. Outside of
December TechnoHUNT charges $75
per hour for phone support, so you’d
think every retailer would be happy to
take a call in December, power up the
system and run it through a few sim-

ple checks to determine if it’s operat-
ing correctly.

Unfortunately, Kristan Yadao said
she still calls retailers who will put her
off three or four times during the
grace period, only to call back after
leagues have started with a technical
issue. That’s unfortunate because it’s
much better for that retailer, and for
TechnoHUNT’s reputation, to have
the system run flawlessly during
league and open shooting. “They do
have to take some initiative,” she said.
“Really there’s not a lot of effort
required to fix a TechnoHUNT system
if they will just put in a little time and
learn the system.”

Yadao, who doubles as the graph-
ic artist for the Denver-based firm,
showed me how stores with an inter-
net connection could let her remotely
check out their TechnoHUNT system,
using a program called GoToAssist. I
saw on her computer screen the same
graph the dealer was watching as she
coached him through the process of
checking light levels and adjusting the
pitch and yaw of the light boards by
turning thumb screws. Sometimes a
little cleaning is all that’s needed to get
the unit back within specs, Yadao said,
other times she’ll find the LED’s have

dimmed to the point that they need to
be sent back to the plant for replace-
ment.

Hardware problems that can’t be
diagnosed and fixed over the phone
can be addressed one of two ways.
Components can be shipped back to
TechnoHUNT’s headquarters to be
checked, or Steve Eriksen can be dis-
patched to repair the unit on-site. The
last is a costly option because of the
travel and lodging that’s involved, but
as salesman Tim Herget pointed out,
it’s better than letting a TechnoHUNT
unit sit idle when it can be generating
revenue. 

How much revenue can a
TechnoHUNT unit bring in and how
long will it take for a customer to pay
off the initial investment? That
depends on what fees are appropriate
to your area and how many customers
per day will be shooting the system.
The retailer I visited near Parker,
Colorado charged $15 for a 40 minute
TechnoHUNT session, the same as
you’d spend to go through the 40-tar-
get outdoor 3-D range. Meanwhile
you could shoot up to a full day on the
indoor target range for just $7. 

Back at the headquarters I asked
the Eastern Sales Manager if he could
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Eastern Sales
Manager Steve Von
Strohe has more years
of experience with
video archery systems
than anyone in the
industry. Von Strohe
started with DART, the
company that pio-
neered video archery
systems, and was the
last person to leave
when DART closed its
doors. Louis Hard hired
him not only because
of his years of selling
and promoting video
archery, but because of
his wide bowhunting
experience. Hard was
primarily a competi-
tive and recreational archer, while Von Stroke was an accomplished bowhunter who has
guided and filmed hunts throughout Colorado and the Midwest. He credits his enthusi-
asm for bowhunting with helping him form life-long friendships with hunting and busi-
ness associates, including some who rank as celebrities .

Von Strohe traces his interest in archery back to his days as a Boy Scout. He earned the
archery merit badge and went on to become an Eagle Scout. Today he prefers to shoot
recurves instinctively, as it puts him on a more level playing field with the animal. “That’s
not to say I don’t shoot or own compounds. I merely prefer primitive arms.”
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Chris Johnson has been fascinated by technology for as long as he can
remember. At left, he showed me how red LEDs have to be soldered to a circuit
board to produce the existing light board. In the inset photo you can see the
single, much more powerful LED that will replace them. In the center photo,
he’s been testing a tape used in the film industry to put reflective dots on
motion capture suits, as a replacement for the current patterned tape that had
been intended for use in road signs and reflectors. At right, the interface box
between sensor cables and computer cables is now much more lightning resis-
tant than the current version shown.

give me an average of what retailers
were charging for TechnoHUNT use.
“I’d say the standard rate for one guy
using the range for an hour would be
$20, for two guys it’s $15 each. For
three, $12 each and for four, $10
each,” Von Strohe said. Rates may
need to be adjusted for the area’s
economy and the type of incomes
that most customers are earning, he
added. 

Last year TechoHUNT added a
return on investment calculator to its
website so retailers contemplating
buying their first unit or an additional
one could estimate how long it would
take to pay it off. When Herget and
Von Strohe sat down with retailers vis-
iting their display at this year’s ATA
Show in Columbus, they had the same
calculator next to them. Using the
dealer’s own estimates of hourly rental
fees and weekly traffic through the
range, the salesmen said the average
time to recoup the investment was
less than nine months. When you con-
sider that the list price of the top-end
TH300 range is $44,995, you can see
how TechnoHUNT can become a
major revenue generator. The addi-
tional equipment sales the retailer
makes because of increased store traf-
fic and bow use is a bonus on top of

the actual range fees. 
The one negative Von Strohe

brought up about installing a
TechnoHUNT unit has to do with get-
ting more traffic than you can handle.
If people have lengthy waits to get on
the system that’s not good for your
store’s reputation, but it can be
addressed by a dual fee structure or by
adding additional video ranges. “I tell
dealers if I was opening at 10 a.m., I’d
charge $10 an hour from 10 to 2. Then
from 2 to 10 p.m. at night, generally
your peak times, run it at $20 per
hour.” Off-peak rates can also be suc-
cessful in expanding your clientele, he
suggested. Women may be bringing in
youngsters to shoot during the lower
rates and you may want to set up a
ladies’s league for the morning or
early afternoon. At those times they
may be more comfortable shooting
because it’s likely there will not be a lot
of men around. 

Compared with operating a
paper-target league, overseeing a
TechnoHUNT league should be a
snap. The computer does the scoring.
The retailer can choose pre-pro-
grammed sequences like Whitetail
Magic, or he can select other species
like elk or turkey to challenge his
league customers. In league use you’ll
probably want shooters to face the
same challenges, but there is also a
random setting where the unit selects
from over 700 scenes. Retailers can
choose whether they want shooters to
shoot their weekly round with their
companions at a set time, or whether

they can come in anytime they are
free to shoot the round and have their
score recorded. 

With so much going for it, I was
surprised to find out there are only a
few hundred TechnoHUNT units in
operation nation-wide, including
older DOS-based units the company
can no longer provide technical sup-
port for. Von Strohe said if he could
visit customers with a 10-year old
range and have them understand the
difference in picture quality and relia-
bility the new generation
TechnoHUNT can provide, it would
be easier to get them to upgrade.

Before I left the TechnoHUNT
headquarters, I got a look at the next
generation of TechnoHUNT enhance-
ments. The newest member of the
TechnoHUNT team, Chris Johnson,
shares the customer service calls with
Yadao but said his strengths are in
software and hardware design. For the
past few months he’s been concen-
trating on improving the elements
that at present cause most of the tech-
nical issues dealers face. The simplest
is the reflective tape. For years
TechnoHUNT has been using a tape
that was designed for highway depart-
ment applications. It’s durable but it
has grids and seams, both of which
the sensors register as imperfections
in the reflective surface. Johnson has
been testing a more reflective, more
uniform tape used in film making to
create the dots on motion capture
suits. “With this we’ll get a more even
graph and better arrow tracking per-
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formance,” he promised.
The current light boards use a 90

degree arc of 19 individual LEDs to
produce the curtain of light. In heavy
use they might last three years before
they fade below an acceptable bright-
ness, and sometimes an individual
LED will burn out and compromise
the performance before that. “Now
we’ll be using a single LED with a
wider viewing angle,” Johnson said as
he cautioned me to shade my eyes
before powering it up. “It’s guaranteed
to maintain 50 percent of its bright-
ness over 100,000 hours. It will gener-
ate up to 1,100 lumens instead of the
80 lumens our light board now sup-
plies.” Because the light source is so
much brighter, stores will be able to
allow more light into their ranges and
dust or scuffs on the reflective tape
will be less of an issue.

This system that operates on light
is also protected from lightning
strikes, by a uninterruptible power
supply at the computer and by a small
interface box that connects all the
sensor cables to the computer cable.

The so-called “A200 box” can be
destroyed if lightning strikes the
building, Johnson noted, but the new
version he’s designed can dissipate
much more power. “It’s going to be 15
times better at protecting from a light-
ning strike,” Johnson said. 

Though just 22, Johnson already
has a decade of hands on experience.
A age 12 he and an uncle started their
own computer service company and
by age 16 his clients included a law
firm with nearly 60 computers, four
servers “and loads of specialty net-
working equipment.” He clearly
enjoys the challenge of improving
TechnoHUNT’s hardware to make it
more “bullet-proof” in the various
environments systems are installed
in. “Our goal is to perfect the tracking
system,” he told me. “Technological
advancements have allowed for prod-
uct enhancement without increasing
the cost. I look forward to the journey
into the future with TechnoHUNT as
the path is evident, but the vehicle
constantly changes.”

Hard said he’s proud of the team

working at today’s Archery Interactive,
proud of the product they are supply-
ing today and at the kind of customer
service that backs it up. “We’ve come a
long way in a few years. When I took
this company over it was a mess,” he
acknowledged. “I want everybody to
know we had some issues, but we’ve
taken care of them. We had issues with
our systems, and we had issues with
our employees. It took some time to
identify people who were not doing
their jobs, but we’ve made changes.
People are the heart and soul of any
company, its greatest asset. More than
any other, they will determine the suc-
cess or failure of a venture. The people
we have now, I wouldn’t give up any
one of them,” Hard concluded.

EDITOR’S NOTE: If you’d like to
learn more about purchasing a new
TechnoHUNT system, or want to
know what the options are for upgrad-
ing an older system, you can reach the
manufacturer by calling (303) 531-
4868. You’ll find additional informa-
tion on-line at technohunt.com

GET AHEAD OF THE GAME
Introducing, new for 2010, the Apple Eliminator Pro-Line Press 
and the Apple Crossbow Cradle, two of the latest tools no 
pro shop should go without.

#2001 Apple Eliminator
Pro-Line Press
1  Full service bow press for every 
    bow design available including crossbows

2 Rapid, easy and versatile setup 

3 Utilizes limb tip and limb post compression

4 Superior functionality at a competitive price

#0999 Apple Crossbow Cradle
1  Adaptable for all crossbows with a solid foot
    stirrup to allow hands-free maintenance

2 Facilitates all maintenance and shooting 
while in cradle

3 Provides clearance for bow-mounted quiver, 
string, cables and scope

4 Assists in sighting in the crossbow

5  Can be used as a display cradle

Synchronous 
arm movement

Adjustable 
stirrup rest and 
stock yoke 

For this and other quality service and repair tools, call www.applearchery.com800.745.8190
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